
 
 

  

Year Ten Performance Assessment: Panelled Matrix   
      4.4 Reimagines musical 

possibilities of song 
5.4 Reflectively self-regulates 
performance within the group 
context 

6.4 Synthesises 
multiple musical 
elements  

    Level E - 
Students demonstrate 
originality through the 
synthesis of the musical 
elements.  

            7.4 Justifies song choice 
interweaving musical 
elements and social 
context 

  Level D -  
Students typically develop 
self-awareness allowing 
them to interweave the 
musical elements   3.3 Applies feedback 

to their own 
performance 

4.3. Considers stylistic 
conventions in adaptation 

5.3 Displays awareness of 
interweaving of musical parts 

6.3 Uses technique to 
draw relationships 
between musical 
elements 

  

1.3 Incorporates 
individual roles into 
set goals 

2.3 Modifies 
strategies to address 
emerging rehearsal 
needs 

    5.2   

Maintains musical 
connections between parts 

  7.3 Justifies song choice 
using  genre 

8.3 Evaluates key 
differences between 
both works 

Level C – Students are able 
too adapt and modify their 
rehearsal practice making 
strong connections to 
develop and justify their 
musical decisions. 

  2.2 Describes 
strategies for 
rehearsal 

  4.2 Adapts elements of 
original version 

  6.2 Uses technique to 
present discrete 
musical elements 

  8.2 Compares and 
contrasts both works 

Level B – Students 
typically adapt their 
rehearsal and performance 
based on reflective group 
communication. Students 
can use the musical 
elements in discussion and 
analysis.  

1.2 Tailors goals to the 
needs of the ensemble 

  3.2  Reflects on 
group feedback from 
rehearsal 

  5.1  Adheres to 
common  tempo as an 
ensemble 

  7.2 Justifies song choice 
using the musical 
elements 

  

  2.1 Tracks rehearsal 
progress with diary 
(needed? Diary in 
different rubric?) 

  4.1 Adheres to original 
version 

  6.1  Uses technique to 
present a single 
musical element on 
instrument 

  8.1 Describes 
differences between 
works. 

Level A – Students 
typically rehearse and 
perform the elements of 
music. They show a basic 
understanding of musical 
elements and roles.  

1.1  Identifies 
indicators of a 
successful 
performance 

  3.1 Identifies role 
within the band 
(inherent? Needed?) 

    7.1 Identifies song 
choice 

  

Insufficient evidence Insufficient 
evidence 

Insufficient evidence Insufficient evidence Insufficient evidence Insufficient evidence Insufficient evidence Insufficient evidence   
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1.0 Set Goals 2.0 Identify 
Strategies for 
rehearsal 

3.0 Collaborates with 
team  

4.0 Interprets the song 5.0 Communicates musically  6.0 Demonstrates 
technical skill  

7.0  

Justifies song Choice 

8.0 Compares and 
Contrasts to the set 
work 

Rehearses and refines   Performs with effective communication Justifies song choice Level statements: 

  
Construct: Performance Assessment 
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